How will HCL’s Application and DC Modernization offering benefit you?

- Large scale migration and modernization experience
- Automation and process-driven operations across the technology landscape
- Self-service and catalog-based offerings
- Cloud Native labs for MVP runs and experience-based design process
- One-click automation and deployment
- Outcome-based engagements
- Multiple HCL IP’s for faster App Modernization & DC transformation
- Security built into the design and execution
- Self-funding biz model

Application and DC Modernization framework

1. Explore & discover the current application & Infrastructure landscape
2. Analyze the application & infrastructure workload and map it to the migration strategy
3. Enhance the foundation and craft the migration plan
4. Migration and Modernization of Applications and Infrastructure
5. Consistency and quality in all aspects of KPI based Operations
Why HCL?

350+ Global Engagements

4000+ App Modernization and DC Modernization Projects

TurnKey Digital Experience with MVP Design and Development

18000+ Modern App Architects and Consultants

25+ HCL Modernization IPs

25+ Industry and Vertical Solutions

3 Cloud Native Labs & AI CoE

Application modernization enablers

Migrate Lift and Shift

- Middleware
- Website
- Database
- Business continuity DR
- LOB apps

Modernize

- Cloud Function
- Container Services
- Microservices
- App Engine

Optimize

- Cloud Interconnect
- Cloud Storage (DR)
- Tune
- Cloud SQL
- Cloud filestore

G-Suite

Computer Engine

AI

Google Data Studio

To know more, write to us at HCLGoogleBU@HCL.com